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1. NEW, .OBSERVP`,F#$

The Chairman announced two new observers, Dr. Gonzalez and

Dr. ilonso, who were welcomed as representatives of the association of

Medical Societies i .the Far East.,

2. PROVISION OF EQUIPMENT .ND SUPPLIES

The Regional Director then reminded the Committee of the

resolution which had been adopted in the last few minutes of the

previous day's session, on the question of equipment and supplies.

He felt that the Committee would be glad to have some background

information on this important question, which had been discussed at

length by the Executive Board and the Assembly on several occasions.

The fact was that in 1949 the assembly approved a sum of $100,000 to

be allocated in 1950 to programme supplies, not including technical

experts. In 1950 the actual requests received for supplies counted

to a million dollars, and the Executive Board had had to cut these

requests down to fit the allocation of one-tenth of that amount. The

Third World Health Assembly, in considering the Programme and Budget

for 1951, deleted provision for programme supplies which did not

include technical experts. While the Organization realised the

urgent need for supplies, its limited resources did not permit provi-

sion on a large scale, but nevertheless the Organization had been

active in promoting supplies from other sources appropriate for such

purposes.

The Regional Director stressed that he had no wish to

hinder requests from this Committe.e,, but he felt bound to point out

that the resolution in question might: have the opposite effect from

that intended, since if WHO changed its present policy and devoted a

larger proportion of funds to material supplies, other agencies which

were now assisting in this manner would possibly decline to help on

the grounds that WHO had funds which could be used, whereas in fact,

as he had pointed out, the Organization's funds were strictly limited.

If member countries fully explored the possibilities of obtaining

supplies from other sources they would probably find that they could

get much more such aid in that way than WHO was able to offer, whereas

the Organization felt that it could achieve the maximum effective use

of its budget by using this for advisory services and fellowships,

with only a small proportion for essential project supplies.
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He wished to draw the attention of members present to the fact that

even if this 'resolution now proposed by the Philippine delegation were

to stand, they could still not expect unlimited supplies and equipment

from WHO.

The Philippine delegate , having thanked the Director for his

explanation , reiterated his request that the resolution remain and be

presented to the Assembly, in the hope that they . would reallocate funds

as requested, since he was convinced that the greatest need of countries

in the Region was for material assistance.

Dr. SOUV1:NNti VONG, Laos, supported the Philippines, observing

that WHO assistance could not be given either, - if some other agency

did not come forward with the necessary equipment and supplies.

Dr. FTLIPPI, France, said there were too many organizations

distributing aid, and he felt all health work should be centralized in

one agency.

The Regional Director pointed out that WHO did not refuse to

provide supplies needed to carry out projects, and amounts, though small,

had been allocated for this purpose in the budget. It was, however, the

policy laid down by the Assembly that largo unprogrammed amounts for

suppliee could not be made. available. . On the other hand, if an

emergency situation arose, such as the cholera e^;idemic dealt with in

Egypt in 1948, the earthquake in Assam., or the famine in India, the

Organization would make supplies available to cope with the situation.

However, he repeated, he would not wish to obstruct the resolution and

if the Coeranittee wished, it would be put to the assembly, through the

Director General and the FxCcutive Board, and member states would have a

further opportunity to pursue the matter at the next Assembly.

3. ESTABLISHMENT OF SEP TE SECTIONS IN NATIONAL HEV.1,Tli DIRECTORATES
TO DELI, WITH INTERNATIONAL HEALTH INTERS

The Chairman then proceeded with item 7, (WP/RC2/6).

The Regional Director pointed out that there were now many

international resources available to Governments, and it had become

increasingly difficult for Governments to deal with the numerous

documents sent out from all.. of these organizat ions and to be conversant

with the procedures involved. Moreover, there was a tendency for

k,
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different delega-tes,frcan any one country to be sent each year to the

various assemblies and regional meetings of these organizations, so

that it was impossible for each.new delegate to know the background.

Therefore it was felt that if a special unit were established in each

Government , to which all documents could be directed, so that they

would be concentrated .at. one central point , all necessary information

would be available to brief, delegates when they attended meetings.

If continuity could,.be•maintained by the Governments in sending the

^--.nme delegates to all meetings, that would obviously be a great

iad'van. tage also. Some member countries had already taken action on

`these points, and similar action was strongly recommended to the others,

to enable them to derive maximum benefit from international aid.

Dr. YEO, U.K., said it was obviously impossible for the

siaZltr territories,tc; t,c:t 'p such a unit as that described, but that

he would bring to his Government's attention this suggestion about

continuity of delc ;atioi s.

The Regional. Director stated that there was a Liaison-

Officer in Singapore now to deal with all United Nations matters on

behalf of the U.K. territories in the area, and moreover that the

U.K. was one of the' Governments that had a permanent delegate; to,the

World Health J sscmbly and the Executive Board meetings., to whc . all

documents viere routed.

Dr. TA: ^GUCrii , Japan,. stated that his Government had

designated a SE ction • writhin ;thc hinistry of Health and Welf are e .rxy

this year to handle all internation ll. liaison work in the field 'of

health , and that Japan would support the resolution in Wi RC2/6.

Dr. YL M4! GUCF•I also suggested that the Regional Office might distribute

a list of all such contact points, so that member states could get in

touch with each other and exchange information and ideas.

Dr. LIU, China, said that a co-ordinating committee had been

established in Taipeh to handle all matters pertaining to international

health work.

D. SOUV: INAVCNG, Laos,

existed, and that moreover Laos t

to international health meetings.

stated that in Laos such a unit also

rigid to send the same delegate always

The unit in Laos was part of the

Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
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Dr. DAN, Vietnam, was in favour of the resolution, and

agreed with Japan' s remarks about collaboration between countries.

Dr. BILJMER, Netherlands, fully agreed with the Regional

Director on the desirability of such a unit, and stated that there

was one in.his country.

The Regional Director suggested the following addition to

the resolution as set out in WP/RC2/6;

"FURTHER RECOMMENDS the desirability of maintaining
continuity of delegations to the World Health Aaeeubliea
and the Regional Committee meetings."

A long discussion ensued on this matter. The resolution

eet forth in WP/RC2/6 was adopted without amendment after a vote.

(China, Cambodia, Korea, Philippines, France, Laos, UK, Vietnam and

Japan for; Netherlands against).

The Philippines proposed that a further resolution be

adopted incorporating the suggestion made by the Regional Director

and the delegation was asked to prepare a draft for submission in the

afternoon.

4.. TECHNICAL DISCUSSIONS

The Chairman then proceeded to Item 8.1 on the agenda -

holding of technical discussions on matters of regional interest

The Regional Director explained that it had bee n deemed use-

ful to hold technical discussions at the time of the Fourth World

Health Assembly ^md that these had proved most successful, so much so

that the Executive Board had recommended that the idea he considered

also by Regional Committees. The subject discussed by the Assembly

had been "Education and Training of Medical and Public Health Personnel".

A resolution had been drafted in the document referred to, but the

subject of discussion had been left blank for the Committee to complete

if it decided: to hold discussions.

Lr. YEO, U.K., said that the U.K. delegate to the Assembly

had felt that the-subject of the discussions was too vast to be

practical, but he felt similar discussions might profitably be held in

Regions , where "their scope would be more narrowly defined. If this

Committee wished such discussions to take place, the U.K. delegate
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would.not object, so long ..as the preparatory work did not throw too

heavy-.a,burden on the members , and so ; long as the discussions did

not interfere with the business of the meetings.

Dr. DAN , Vietnam, supported Dr. Yee , and said the programme

was already very full.

The Regional Director remarked that it was the intention to

decide whether to have technical discussions next year, and that it

was intended to'have such discussions, if agreed upon, following the

Regional Committee meeting, and not to mingle them with business

matters.

Dr. FILIPPI, France, supported the proposal, but felt four

days would be inadequate for business and technical discussions.

. The Chairman explained that the session could be prolonged.

The resolution in WP/RC2/11 was proposed by Vietnam,

seconded by France and adopted unanimously.

A long discussion then followed on the subject to be

discussed.

Dr. HAO, Vietnam, suggested nutritional diseases. The

Regional Director offered a further suggestion: Rural Malaria Control.

The Philippine, suggested Beri-beri control. The delegate from USA,

Dr. KLINE, suggested that whatever the subject chosen, it should be a

specific one, with well-defined limits, and that the success of the

discussions would be best ensured if delegates would submit papers well

in advance so that the discussions could be carried out with a common

basis of information. The Delegate from the Netherlands proposed

Rural Malaria Control. The delegate from China proposed Medical

Education, as suggested in the document under review. The Vietnam

delegate withdrew Nutrition in favour of Medical Education. k vote

was then taken 'on the remaining subjects, with the following result:

Beri-beri and its control by 3 votes (Philippines , France,
Vitamin B Laos)

Regional aspects of education 5 votes (China, Japan, Korea
and training of public health Vietnam and Cambodia)
personnel

Rural Malaria Control 2 .votes (Netherlands and U.K.)

Thy Education'and Training of Medical and Public Health

Personnel was therefore adopted as the subject for discussion.

The meeting rose at 12.30.
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